A guide to competition registration in the New Fangled system

Registering for our competitions will from now on use the FAI CIVL registration system.
You can find our competitions in the FAI and CIVL calendars here:
https://civlcomps.org/events/hanggliding

or you can follow the links we publish to go to the our competition directly
For example, for 2022 BOS competitions:
https://civlcomps.org/event/british-open-series-2022-round1
https://civlcomps.org/event/british-open-series-2022-round2

The top of the page looks like this:

Scroll down and you will find all the info about the venue and contacts for organisers and where to
stay.
There is also a link for
the payment details,
don’t pay until you
have registered, we
will come back to that
When you click on
registration, you will
need to log in with a
CIVL ID

If you don’t already have a log in then click registration and you will
be asked if you have a CIVL ID or not. If you have a world ranking,
no matter how low, because you had an FAI licence and flew in a
comp somewhere with points you will have a CIVL ID.
So first try clicking “Register with your CIVL ID” (unless you are a
totally new pilot to competitions)
Then you can search yourself. Here I searched Pinkerton, and found
that Angus does have a CIVL ID from past competition glories.
This process is to avoid a people having multiple identities in the
system which became a big headache for CIVL, enabling people to
pretend they flew for different countries and lots of people moaning that they didn’t have their true
world ranking because the points were split between their multiple IDs.
Please try to find yourself first before clicking on “I
have no CIVL ID” and creating a new registration.
Apart from an email address and creating a password
all you need is a birthday. I never give my real birthday
for stuff like this and I don’t know why they ask it, but
paragliding does have a junior section in some
disciplines. You have to respond to an email to activate
your account.
I expect if you have a CIVL ID the process is similar to
make an account, just some of it is filled automatically.

Once you have responded to the activation email you will be logged in with your CIVL ID.
You can go back https://civlcomps.org/event/british-open-series-2022-round1
For example, and click on the Registration.

Some fields don’t seem very relevant, but are still required. Note that at the bottom you can hit
save, and perhaps, with luck, come back and fill info you didn’t have to hand and couldn’t complete
the form. The red star fields must be filled.

Participant number
If you have a number stuck on your glider use that, or make one up. You are restricted to numbers
not already registered by other competitors who got there first.
Please use real address and contact numbers, but if you are not comfortable with that make
something up. Because this does mean there is an address, and some dates you are not at that
address…it’s supposed to be secure but who knows! The important thing is a genuine (and someone
you expect to be contactable) contact person at the end.
Wing Manufacturer
Some defunct and active ones are not listed. Just pick something it has to be filled. Probably same
with wing model. These glider detsls will appear in the results list with your name. I will try to get
makes and models added.
FAI licence this will autofill from your registration.
FAI ID, this is searchable on your name, but you can click proceeed without. Don’t ask me why they
want this and civl id, or why it’s not the same!
NAC licence this will autofill from your registration
Insurance company, Insurance policy. Just put BHPA here, for BOS, with uk residents, its only the
3rd party liability that matters.
Contact Person
Please fill a genuine so we can call them if you have an accident when you win the competition.

